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Start Simple The 5-Why Cause Map (above) 
is a simple and quick way to start an 
investigation, but with the exception of the 
simplest incidents you need to continue asking 
questions and expand the Cause Map. Adding 
more causes naturally leads to a wider range of 
solutions being considered. 

Expand as Needed By continuing to 
ask "why" questions, the 5-why Cause 
Map quickly becomes a 27-why Cause 
Map, including more useful details.  

Loss of life Didn't receive 
care

Nurse didn't 
find patient

Couldn't see 
patient outside 

emergency room 
doors

Inadequate 
lighting?

A young woman began to have an asthma 
attack in the middle of the night. She could 
tell it was getting worse, so she decided to 
walk to a nearby hospital emergency room. 
However, when she got there the doors 
were locked so she called 911. Confusion 
ensued and this woman took her last 
breaths on a bench outside the emergency 
room doors. 

27-Why Cause Map

Loss of lifeImpact to 
Safety

Asthma attack

Didn't receive 
care

AND

Nurse didn't 
find patient

Ambulance & 
EMT couldn't 
find patient

Couldn't see 
patient 
outside 

emergency 

Evidence: An internal review days 
later by hospital officials would 
deem the lighting outside the door 
“appropriate,” though it was later 
enhanced, according to hospital 
documents. 

Inadequate 
lighting?

Dark outside

AND

Didn't walk far 
out the door (~3') 
to look for patient 

Patient 
collapsed 

outside hospital 
doors

Evidence:  Patient was on 
a bench between 
emergency room doors 
and main entrance doors

Evidence:  Asthma attack 
began shortly after 4:00am

AND

Received 
incorrect 
location

Inaccuracy of 
cell phone GPS 

location

Ambulance 
entrance doors 

were locked

No door bell, alert 
system to let 

someone know 
she was there

AND

Hospital security 
guards didn't
see patient

Not watching 
surveillance 

video

AND/OR

AND/OR

Didn't see 
patient outside 
through glass 

AND/OR

Patient didn't 
make it to 

Emergency 
Room doors

AND

Suffering from 
an intensifying 
asthma attack

No clear signs 
for ER entrance

AND

AND

Assigned to 
patient watch

Not asked to
help look by 

nurse

AND

After hours

Patient location 
not shared with 
local dispatch

AND

Evidence:  Patient was 
able to tell regional 
dispatch she was outside 
Emergency Room doors

Regional 
dispatch did not 

share 

Evidence:  Federal Communications 
Commission rules require carriers to 
locate 911 calls “generally to within 50 
to 300 meters” of a 911 caller’s 
location.

No one else 
knew patient's

location

AND

She didn't tell 
anyone she was 
going to the ER

Impact to 
Safety


